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Abstract 

ISO 19675:2017 specifies a steel block used for calibrating ultrasonic test equipment. This provides the 
global user community especially those using phased-array technology with a worldwide accepted tool 
to calibrate and set up inspection procedures and characterize ultrasonic probes. In this paper, we will 
illustrate practical examples of setting range and zero point, determining the probe index and beam 
angle, and setting the working sensitivity of various probes. Workflows will be proposed for using the 
block for conventional probes and phased-array linear and sector scans. These facilitate comparing the 
performance of probes more effectively, and prove the new ISO 19675 reference block to be a powerful 
and easy-to-use outcome of recent progress of ultrasonic NDT standardization. 
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1  Introduction 

When using ultrasonic flaw detection equipment, it is essential that the performance characteristics are 

known. Prior to the release of the ISO 19675:2017 calibration block, the techniques to calibrate and 

assess these performance characteristics for an ultrasonic phased array inspection were performed in a 

variety of ways in different parts of the world. Existing calibration blocks did not allow checks for all 

the necessary phased array code and standard requirements, therefore adapted blocks for calibration 

procedures were implemented by a select minority of expert engineers. The ISO 19675:2017 block 

allows for all ultrasonic testers, worldwide, a simple and consistent tool and allows for widespread 

adoption of phased array ultrasonic inspections across many industries. It was also designed to allow to 

check probes as specified in other ISO standards [1]. The ISO 19675 block is limited for the use of 

linear phased array probes, with flat wedges. The block is only to be made from steel, all other materials 

are out of scope for this standard. 

In this paper, we will illustrate how to perform the required site calibration procedures methodically 

and provide a practical review of the benefits and limitations of the new ISO 19675:2017 block; we do 

not consider the calibration of the equipment electronics in this. Finally, we will also provide a series 

of tests to show the performance of a newly developed transducer from Proceq, against state of the art 

lead zirconium titanate (PZT) transducers and then demonstrate the special applications where these 

performance benefits can be best shown. 
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2  Checking Combined Equipment Characteristics 

Calibration is an important step in all inspections and is essential for the precise location and sizing of 

disputed flaws. Calibration should be repeatable and operator independent, especially in situations 

where flaw growth is being monitored at discrete intervals. In order that changes due to wear, 

component temperature or other causes may not go un-noticed, the calibration measurements should be 

repeated at frequent intervals. Probes, especially, must be checked before commencing and after 

completing critical work to ensure the validity of the entire measuring results. Any change in the 

inspection system is cause for a re-calibration. 

Whilst phased array technology has been widely accessible since the mid-to late 1990’s, the uptake and 

conversion from conventional ultrasonic procedures has been slow. This is despite the physics of 

reflection, refraction and attenuation being the same as these conventional pulse echo tests, and despite 

the added advantages of inspection speed, possible probability of detection improvements and data 

visualization that phased array testing gives. With that point in mind, if one applies a calibration 

procedure on all focal laws generated with the phased array system, there is no reason to not apply the 

same procedure as used with the conventional probes. The following sections will practically guide a 

user through each required calibration. 

2.1 Active Elements 

First, a check must be made on the condition of the phased array probe. The assessment of active 

elements is used to determine that all elements of the phased array probe are active. The check is 

completed by configuring a linear scan which steps one focal law with an aperture of one element over 

the full length of the array. The resulting B-scan display shows a single A-scan line for each element 

and any dead element can be clearly seen. As an example of a product implementation, this can be 

supported by a wizard such as in the Proceq Flaw Detector 100, which can display this directly, see 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: A B-Scan view of a single element linear setup to show an element check on a 16-element probe the 3 

dead elements are clearly seen. 

There is no specific guideline to follow regarding the number of dead elements permitted. This is 

typically left to the users and contracting parties to judge if the probe is still capable of performing the 

task. From the authors’ experiences, in many commercial product implementations, the cause of a dead 

element is rarely due to the actual probe element failing; the most likely cause is due to a breakage of a 

connector pin or poor cable management when storing the probe as the origin of failure. 

2.2 Wedge Angle 

Wedges have tolerances just like any machined part. An incorrectly entered user input of the wedge 

angle will cause a focal law miscalculation. To minimize such errors, so-called ‘wedge angle wizards’ 

in a number of products will accurately measure the exact angle of the wedge surface so that focal laws 

can be correctly calculated. The checks for active elements and the wedge angle can be made without 

the block, but must be performed first. An example of this check is shown in figure 2 below.  

 

Figure 2: A B-Scan measurement of the wedge surface when attached to the probe.  The wedge angle is taken 

from the angle shown and is then used to correctly calculate the focal laws required for inspection. 
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2.3 Velocity and Zero Point 

In velocity calibration, the speed of sound in a reference sample of the test material is calculated. The 

zero-point calibration is a correction from the pulse time at the transducer crystal to the time it takes for 

sound energy to exit the transducer. This is the exact same procedure as for conventional angle beam 

probes, and the user can maximize the received signal from each of the radii of the ISO 19675 block to 

perform this calibration.  Typical probe position on the block is shown in figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3: Scanning procedure for the velocity and zero-point calibration.  The operator shall move the probe 

back and forth at the point shown to maximise the response from the 50 mm and 100 mm radii. The red arrows 

show the direction of ultrasound. 

It is important to adjust the gain so that the maximized measurement is unsaturated. The addition of the 

50 mm radius to the block when compared to the conventional ISO 2400 calibration block has simplified 

this calibration to be possible in a single pass. 

2.4 Wedge Delay 

This calibration must be performed after the velocity and zero-point calibration. Previously, the velocity 

was set for one focal law angle only, however the zero point changes depending on which angle is used. 

The wedge delay calibration is therefore performed to compensate for the sound path variation in 

angular wedges and compensate for wedge wear. The calibration can be quickly performed using the 

50 mm radius of the ISO 19675 calibration block, and ensures that indications are displayed at the 

correct depth. Typical probe position on the block is shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Scanning procedure for the wedge delay calibration. The operator shall move the probe back and forth 

at the point shown to maximise the response from the 50 mm radii. The red arrow shows the direction of 

ultrasound. 

2.5 Angle corrected gain (ACG) 

The ACG calibration compensates the sound attenuation due to the wedge and the angle variation in the 

S-Scan. The calibration ensures a uniform signal amplitude for each focal law for a given reflector. The 

calibration can be performed using either the radii of the ISO 19675 block, or by scanning over the 

small 1.6mm side-drilled hole. Typical probe position on the block is shown in figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Scanning procedure for the ACG calibration. The operator shall move the probe back and forth at the 

point shown to maximise the response from the 1.6mm across all the swept angles of the sector scan. The red 

arrow shows the direction of ultrasound. 

Again, the received signal must not be saturated. In latest equipment, the workflow allows the user to 

set a so-called ‘software box’ around the location of the reflector, permitting that irrelevant signals get 

ignored. The final correction is applied to all focal laws. If the signal cannot be obtained for every angle, 

then it would be necessary to reduce the swept angle in the sector scan. 
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2.6 Time Corrected Gain (TCG) 

A simple TCG can be made, using the four 3 mm side drilled holes in the ISO 19675 calibration block.  

A TCG equalizes the amplitude of a given reflector size at different sound path by adjusting the gain.  

Conventional angle beam probes can also be used here. This is the last calibration to do before an 

inspection, since the other calibrations will affect your signal response; a software box implementation 

aids in doing this. Today’s state-of-the-art software automatically creates a correction for all focal laws 

over the depth of the measured side drilled holes. 

 

Figure 6: Scanning procedure for performing a TCG sensitivity calibration on four side-drilled holes at four 

depths. The red arrows show the direction of ultrasound. 

3  Checking Probe Characteristics 

Characterization of the actual transducer used for an inspection beforehand in the lab is essential to 

relate measurements to the transducer manufacturer’s stated specifications; which might not be as 

written. As an example, in this paper, a new technology probe uses a proprietary crystal instead of the 

traditional PZT material found in today’s leading probes. A series of measurements on the ISO 19675 

calibration block is performed to characterize and benchmark this probe. 

Three measurements were made to compare the performance of this probe to two conventional PZT 

based probes, the market leader and a low-cost option and two applications were studied where the new 

type of broadband high sensitivity probe may be advantageous. All three probes had the same written 

specification for frequency and crystal size. 

3.1 Probe Characterisation 

First the performance of the probes on the 1.6 mm side drilled hole in the ISO 19675 block was 

evaluated.  Afterwards, the probes were analysed in the time and frequency domain to determine the 

pulse width and -6 dB bandwidth of the probe.  Finally, a procedure in standard EN 12668-2 was used 

to determine the crosstalk of the dual crystals [2]. 
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3.1.1 Measurement Setup 

A pulser-receiver (Olympus Panametrics 5058PR) was used to excite the transducers in pitch/catch 

mode at 100 V and a damping of 50 Ohms. The PRF was set to 100 Hz. An oscilloscope (Agilent 

Technologies, Model DSO5014A) received and digitized the signals. The probe was placed on the side 

of the steel ISO 19675:2017 block, with a water-based gel couplant to obtain a backwall signal at 25mm. 

An initial gain of 40 dB was used for this and a high pass filter of 0.1 MHz was applied. 

3.1.2 Results 

The results of the three measurements of the three probes are shown in table 1 below. 

Proceq 4 MHz proprietary 

Dual crystal contact probe 

Market leading 4 MHz PZT 

Dual crystal contact probe 

Low cost 4 MHz PZT Dual 

crystal contact probe 

43 dB required to raise the received 

signal from the 1.6 mm side drilled 

hole to 80% full screen height 

52 dB required to raise the received 

signal from the 1.6 mm side drilled 

hole to 80% full screen height 

75 dB required to raise the received 

signal from the 1.6 mm side drilled 

hole to 80% full screen height 

   

Crosstalk to EN 12668-2 

-42 dB 

Crosstalk to EN 12668-2 

-57 dB 

Crosstalk to EN 12668-2 

-36 dB 

Table 1: Performance characteristics of three dual crystal probes. The first test was to obtain an 80% full screen 

height signal from a 1.6 mm side-drilled hole. The second was to analyse each probe in the time and frequency 

domain and the third measurement test was to determine the crosstalk.  In the first two tests, the Proceq 

proprietary probe showed a large advantage and in the third test, the market leading probe minimised the 

amount of crosstalk the best. 
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3.1.3 Discussion of results 

The dual crystal Proceq developed probe shows at least a 9 dB higher sensitivity compared to 

conventional PZT based probes, with a very high bandwidth of 71.1 % and a good uniformity. 

Typically, broadband transducers show higher resolution, but have a lower sensitivity, but in this case 

these results show that the Proceq developed ultrasonic probes with a proprietary crystal show both 

high sensitivity and high bandwidth. Crosstalk is typically an unwanted phenomema which can generate 

noise and in the worst case, spurious echoes. The market leading PZT based probe generates much less 

crosstalk, however all probes tested here meet the acceptance criteria stated in EN 12668-2 of better 

than 30 dB. 

3.2 Applications 

A very high sensitivity is needed when the test object shows a large scattering of ultrasound, for example 

for investigations on types of multi layered plastics, composite materials and austenitic stainless steels. 

A broadband probe is capable of achieving superior temporal resolution. Table 2 shows the results from 

two test pieces.  The first is a steel block containing a cluster of six 1 mm side drilled holes the second 

shows the inspection of a section of layered plastic pipe, previously thought to be uninspectable at 4 

MHz frequency.  The Proceq Flaw Detector 100 was used for these applications. 
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Proceq 4 MHz Dual crystal 

proprietary contact probe 

Market leading 4 MHz PZT 

Dual crystal contact probe 

Low cost 4 MHz PZT Dual 

crystal contact probe 

Small cluster of 1 mm side drilled 

holes 

 

Distinct peaks, over 6 dB 

difference 

Small cluster of 1 mm side drilled 

holes 

 

5 distinct peaks, 6th peak cannot be 

resolved 

Small cluster of 1 mm side drilled 

holes  

 

5 distinct peaks, 6th peak cannot be 

resolved 

Plastic Pipe 

 

First layer and backwall visible First layer visible, no backwall Only electronic noise visible 

Table 2: Performance of three 4MHz dual crystal probes for two typical ultrasonic inspections.  The first 

application shows the superior resolution of the Proceq proprietary probe on small holes, displaying high 

frequency performance.  The second is on an attenuative layered plastic pipe.  In this case the Proceq proprietary 

probe shows penetration characteristics typical of a low frequency probe. 
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4  Conclusion 

In conclusion, the new ISO 19675:2017 is a flexible and simple tool for calibrating combined equipment 

and it offers more than the ISO 2400 block for both conventional and linear phased array setups. This 

calibration block will become a useful tool that is used in industry for calibration of ultrasonic 

inspections [4]. The workflow structures and calibration wizards in modern portable flaw detectors have 

been designed for easy, repeatable calibration. Finally, Proceq’s own developed broadband probes show 

greater sensitivity than traditional PZT transducers, the necessary gain to detect a 1.6 mm hole in the 

ISO 19675 block was over 9 dB lower, however further development of different probe types using this 

proprietary crystal is necessary to expand the application and usages in the field of NDT. 
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